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BEA WILLIAMS

Listening to My Son
and Chopin in Darkness
He has come home late
and in some unworded need
for the absolute silence
of an absolute dark
he has turned off the lights
now sits at the piano to play
The passage is smooth
until it breaks
to mistake
and repeats
and repeats
and repeats
and then rushes on
in restless yet regular surges
a recovering sea
that engulfs him
engulfs me
engulfs this house
and all the worlds
around and within us
and for a moment
or for a million years
listening
he alone in his darkness
and upstairs in my room
I in mine

Old Wives' Tale
On certain evenings clouds, stirred by heat lightening
heaving in fuschia billows we find ourselves suddenly misplaced,
out of our own time,
out of our own lives.
We are woman in a darkening
doorway on a hot summer night,
listening to passers-by,
eavesdropping on secrets
that we keep better than they do,
hoard like stolen rubies and diamonds,
violent sparks
from other people's lives
that set our own on fire.
We find ourselves woman
in the arms of an almost-stranger,
making love with a passion
we did not know we possessed
and being loved back
- this is the strange part knowing we are loved
not in the long embrace, but in
the first touch of a hand
somehow familiar as our own
or is it, could it be
in fact, our own ...
or we are girl-woman, wide-eyed
in darkness, suddenly transported
to India, perhaps, our mattress
having become a grass mat,
listening to the sinuous notes
of a reed pipe - lonely,
more penetrating and lovely
than any notes we have ever heard

and we are never
quite the same person again.
We have forgotten
something of whom we were, or remember
something of whom we were long before
or of whom we might have been
and when we walk through our house
that we have moved through in comfort
for years, the rooms will be those
of the stranger - the one
whom we are no longer.
We will not belong here the rooms will say it, the eyes
of husband and children will say it
but we will continue
to share ordinary days,
as if we do not know, or know
they know, of the change,
go quietly to bed beside them
and spend our long nights
burning candles in tents
on the mountains of Nepal,
lowering our nets for the grand catch
off the coast of Spain or Labrador,
dancing the Greek sirtaki
in front of the caves by moonlight
and each day, coming back,
they will know us less the search, once begun, going on
for the rest of our lives.

we are gathered
in the knowing to the reason
for darkness for these notes
and these words that will darken
my page tomorrow
for the deep rich music
that floats up to us
only through surrounding
absolute silence
this dark one
that we are
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In Search of MonstersWomen's Art Registry of Minnesota: WARM v2 i2
Near the Lochs of Scotland

The daylight hours stretch
like a thinning membrane
over a night
that falls and lifts
with such subtle boundaries
between daylight and dark
in this northern spring
that beginnings and endings
lose meaning ..
Their backs turned toward me
my sons stand
precariously balanced on boulders
tossing white stones
like bits of bread
into the murky waters.
My daughter, regarding
my approach with caution
sits on the shore
keeping her young secrets
in a journal
not even the flip
of a monstrous tail away
from the deepest part.
Head down, I continue in silence
following the shore, knowing
how foolish my voice would sound
warning of mythical dangers.
Stopping at the loch's edge
I touch the water with my finger,
my finger with my tongue.
Land-locked or not, there is salt.
Washing my hands
to remove the body salt
I test the water again ...
there is salt, still.
Acutely aware
of the faint but familiar scent
of tidal water, I search
the algae along the shore
for what secrets
they may give up.
They give none, but none
are needed. I am immersed
in legend and the slow
Highland dusk, deepening
over the Great Glen.
•
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The young ones build a fire
on the beach, keep it burning
with fact and fiction and song
long into the pale northern night.
They are unaware
of how long and anxiously
I wait in shadows
and later, my sons sleep and
do not see the wide white band
drawn like a chalk mark
down the length of the loch
with no body visible on surface
to create such a wake
but my daughter watches
in silence, until the black water
closes in on her dreaming.
Her small face is luminous, skin
translucent, as if lit from within
by this strange midnight's half-light,
but against it, her profile is strong
like her grandmother's, my
mother, whom I dream toward,
her face the contours
of Scotland itselfsoft, but sharp contrasts,
a legend already for her fierceness
in loving , protecting,
as fierce in anger...
her powers of light inextricably bound
to her darkness
passed down from the women
of our Celtic ancestry,
like Boudicca, rebellious queen-mother
who battled the Romans,
burned London down
protecting her people.
Half-watchful still
my eyes return to the water ...
"Old Lady, old beast-m.yth",
I whisper, "You are legend, and legion You will live
forever!" and I drift
slowly and ponderously deeper
to sleep.
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-An Intensive
Studio
Workshop with
Judy Chicago
by Anita Mills

This is a written account of my experience in the "Intensive Studio Workshop." It
was originally drafted as a letter to a very close
friend, and was written immediately after the
close of the workshop. I hoped to record the
events in a complete and succinct manner by
doing it that way.
December 8, 1980

Yesterday at 10:00 I arrived at the New
York Feminist Art Institute which is housed in a
large bu ild ing on the extreme west side of
Manhattan. Twenty-one women arrived shortly after I did. All were friendly, but the usual
reserve of "strangers" was evident in the atmosphere. Judy Chicago arrived and invited
us immediately to sit in a circle of chairs and
one-by-one to introduce ourselves. We told
our names, our places of residence, and what
professions or activities occupy us in our daily
lives. She also invited us to reveal our reasons
for attending the workship and whaf we hqped
to gain from the experience. Fifteen of Lis had
come as tuition-paying participants from
places such as Boston, Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Kingston , Ontario, St. Cloud , New Jersey and
Florida. The remaining six women were ·members of the board and faculty of N.Y.F.A.I. and
invited guests. Almost without exception, we
expressed a desire to make art in a collaborative process with other women, and to receive
energy from the experience. Judy Chicago
replied to us that we would work together, but
energy-giving and energy-taking would be
entirely up to us as participants.
After the introductions· were complete,
Judy asked, "How many of you have had
babies?" Eight women responded by raising
their hands. Surprisingly, seven of the eight
had seated themselves in a row on one side of
the circle. One mother was seated in the opposite half of the circle in approximately the center. Judy then asked , "How many of you have
considered , or would like some day to have
children?" Ten women responded positively to
this question. She then asked, "How many of
you have never desired to have children?"
Three of us raised our hands. Chicago then
asked the women who had had the experience
of giving birth to talk about their experiences in
detail, dealing with the specifics of their individual experiences of pregnancy, the support
or lack of support they received, th~ir delivery,
and their feelings at the instant of birth. One by
one, the mothers of the group went throuqh

their very revealing descriptions. Three of the

women
had anticipated
their
giving
WARM
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preparing extensively for delivery with trainirig
in natural childbirth techniques (two wotne·i i
claimed such options were not available to
them ; they were in their 50's and 60's), only to
have Cesarean deliveries. One of these Cesarean deliveries had been totally unnecessary
by today's standard . Only one of the eight
mothers had had totally positive birthing experience by natural childbirth without complications. Three of the women had endured spinal
blocks, and forceps deliveries in which they
experienced the feeling of total helplessness
and detachment from the birth when it finally
occurred. One woman (the oldest member of
the workshop, 67) described a situation in
which she was forced by her husband to have
an abortion in her first pregnancy because his
first lengthy vacation from his job was coming
up and he did not want the "problems" of her
health to interfere with his vacation time. One
mother wanted to give birth in her own home
with a midwife, but her husband refused to
allow it. His mother had given birth to ten children at home and his memories of the events
were laced with screaming and tension . He
thusly refused to allow his children to be born
at home. One mother had resolved that she
would handle having a child and a career as an
artist simultaneously, so became pregnant.
She sought the help of midwives, only to be
abandoned by them at the last possible moment. By the time all mothers had revealed
their stories, two hours had escaped us. We
had become engrossed in their stories, and
were beginning to identify with them . After all
the stories were told, only one women had
expressed complete satisfaction with the -way
in which she had experienced childbirth,
though several had said that the joy of having
children had outweighed the trauma of giving
birth to them.
Judy Chicago then asked the mothers
to stand in a line at the opposite end of the
room . She instructed the rest of us to cross the
room and form a group with the mother whose
story had most interested us and had involved
us the most on an emotional level. Seven
groups of women resulted. Some groups had
two members, some three, and one group had
five.
We were then given an hour and a half to
take the story of the mother in our group,
reconstruct it, elaborate upon it, reiterate it in
the form of a performance. We had five minutes in which to perform before the group.
Each group managed to present uniquely
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conceived pieces - which more or less reflected or expanded upon the theme of each mother's birthing experience. My group was composed of three women . The mother in my
group was the one who had experienced the
abandonment by her midwives. After many
years of debate regarding childbearing and
career, she had elected to try both at once. She
became pregnant, had an extremely uncomfortable pregnancy, and solicited the services
of midwives who were working in a hospital
environment at the shakey tolerance of the
hospital staff and administration . Time came
for her labor and she experienced some minor
difficulties and then gross misinformation and
neglect from the midwives. She ultimately
labored alone and suffered a perhaps unnecessary Cesarean section procedure. She had
two children and admitted to hardship in the
juggling of career and family. She managed to
continue working as a portrait painter with the
expense of many hours of daycare.
The second member of our group had
experienced much ambivalence about becoming a parent. She, at the time of the formation
of our group, was sure that she could someday
become a parent (whether or not she married
or acquired a full-time partner) and would
manage both parenting and a full time career
as an artist.
I had decided not to have ch ildren. I
have resolved that, for me, career precludes
success as a parent.
We had each formulated different possibilities and approaches to motherhood. Our
group dealt with these issues in the form of a
mime performance.
We had constructed a prop, which was a
scroll made of four sheets of long rectangular
paper. One section each was assigned to the
members of the group. We had discovered in a
discussion that we each had been working
with "symbolically" birth-oriented circular
forms in our paintings, drawings, etc . over the
span of the past year. So, to symbol ize our
individual contributions as artists, we drew
these forms on our rectangular sheets of paper
and fit them together in the order that we had
selected for the "stance or column of X's." We
also formulated an equati on which we all hold
to ring true:
"Birth = Artmaking = Growth = Consciousness = Responsibility to oneself." This
equation was placed on sheet of paper number
four ...... so that the scroll 'had the follow ing
appearance. We rolled the panels up in a scroll
form , and I tucked the scroll into my belt.

12

We each took a roll of masking tape and
taped X's on the floor in the following formation .

society which more or less expects us to

Women's Art Registry of Minnesota: WARM v2 i2
become parents. A society which expects us to

Audience
(Tried parenting
X
and shared her
story
(Would try parent- X
ing and career in
the tutu re) .

X

Mothers.

X

Second
group
member.

(Determined that
career precludes
parenting).

X

Myself.

X

The X's were placed approximately two
feet apart- and when they were placed on the
floor, the order in the column had to do with
our stances in regard to motherhood.
In our individual approaches to the
column in the performance, we tried to mime
our positions to the concept of motherhood.
The mother of our group stepped ·casually
onto her X's, shrugged her shoulders, cradled
an imaginary infant in her arms, and then-after
a moment of reflection, assumed a "birthing
crouch" stance over the space between the X's
where her feet were planted. The second
member watched as I entered the column. I
planted my feet resolutely onto the X's, grinding my toes into them as if to dig in, and stood
with my head erect, my eyes averted completely over the heads of the audience. After
standing in this manner for a period of time, I
too assumed the "birthing crouch." The second group member (the woman who wishes to
try parenting and career) circled the column
and looked us over as if to gauge and deter~
mine her what final po!>ilion would be. She
tentatively stepped on an X, mimed fright, then
skipped through to the other side of the
column to the opposite side and resumed her
reluctant approach to the column where .,;e
"crouched." We shrugged our shoulders and
made questioning faces to her to gesture the
idea that it would have to be her own decision-but that she may use us as examples to
help in her own decision-making process. She
finally did settle into position in the column,
standing on her X's after making clear her anxiety and indecision about the apparent all-ornothing prospects of parenting. She squatted
down into a "birthing crouch" over her X's. At
this point, the mother and I welcomed her to
the line of X's and gestured acknowledgement
and acceptance of her decision-making process. We wished to convey to her that though
we had made different decisions, we were prepared to defend hers were she to proceed in a
responsible manner. We wished to convey to
her that we would try to support and help her to
realize her dreams. At this point I began to
unroll the scroll prop bearing our drawings
and our equation . I pushed it forward through
the legs of the next woman in the column, she
in turn pushed it forward through the legs of
the mother. When the scroll was in position so
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ANITA MILLS
that we were each positioned over our individual drawings, we began to draw on our panels
as if to continue the birth process of our personal imageries. After several minutes of frenzied drawing activity, the woman in front of the
column (the mother) pulled the scroll forward
to reveal to the audience the panel at the end
which displayed the equation_we had formulated equating the birth process to various
states of emotional well-being . Though the
original points in common for us had been the
dilemma of whether or not to parent, and
though our decisions about parenting had not
been the same, the group members had been
able to isolate and identify three basic assessments of our position as individuals in a

bear children but offers little support for the
concept of childbearing combined with a career which might be required for the fulfillment
of the individual.
Immediately following the performances by the seven groups, Judy Chicago lined
us up in one long line; single file. She instructed us to lock our arms around the waist of the
woman in front of us in line and to remove any
distance that might exist between all of our
bodies. She then told us to dip in unison bending at the knees to about a half deep-kneebend position. We were instructed to rhythmically chant, "Push!" "Push!" " Push!" as we made
these physical motions. These pushing movements were timed to take place at the rate of
about six per minute. What we were portraying
symbolically were the natural pushing motions
necessary to the delivery of a child. Our legs
were spaced about two feet apart on the
ground - right foot to left - so that there
existed between our legs a long tunnel ·from
the beginning of the line to the end . What we
had formed was a symbolic 'birth canal." One
one by one the women at the back of the line
entered the ''birth canal" on hand and knee and
let the pushing movements propel their bodies
the length of the canal - and in this manner we
"gave birth" to each other. Each woman entered the "birth canal", was born at the front of
the line, and resumed her position at the front
of the line as a pushing mother. It took about a
half hour to establish a rhythm and to give birth
to all twenty-two of us. As in the real experience of childbirth, there were moments when
each of us thought we had reached the physical limit of our energy and physical endurance
- but we knew we could not stop the birthing
- it had to continue until all had been born . It
was a direct, powerful metaphor for what happens to those of us who tire in our efforts to
project feminist ideology and would like to just
take a breather from our role modelling responsibilities. It was four o'clock when we
completed the birthing line. The sun was setting on the west side of Manhattan. It was an
intense, bright white light. More powerful than
any sunset I could recall. It seemed to me to be
the kind of bright white light that babies must
experience when they are born in delivery
rooms. Again, we sat in a circle and related to
our by now familiar "mothers" what our personal experience had been in "being born ." We
discussed the performance pieces critically
and constructively. We isolated the most effective aspects of them, the least effective of them,
and tried to describe verbally the messages
and energies that had been conveyed through
them . By this time (six hours into the workshop) we. had experienced giving birth vicariously through the mothers' stories. We had
been born - pushed out into a room with a hot
white light and were now expected to relate the
experience to those who had afforded us the
rebirth . A simple "thank you" seemed hardly
enough to return to these women.
Continued on next page
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Workshop, continued from page 13

Our group began this process with a

our
mythical
basic Journal,
sketch inVol.
which
we divided
WARM
2 [2021],
No. 2,
Art.
1
Judy Chicago then placed in the center
theme into two visual segments designated to

of the circle seven bolts of white cotton muslin
fabric. She explained that the next workshop
day would be spent in the artmaking process.
We would remain in the same groups that we
had formed for the performance activity. We
were to use the entire and considerable length
of fabric we had been given to create a "Birth
Myth". We were afforded one hour at the end of
this first day to begin the organization of our
ideas and materials necessary to the next day's
work. The various groups elected to work in
several spaces in the same room in which we
had spent the first day. The general consensus
was that we would then have a better opportunity to observe the working processes and
hourly progress of each group's efforts. As it
turned out, each group found its task so
engrossing and difficult by virtue of the time
constraints that we had little time to visit the
sites of the other projects until they had all
neared completion . Most of us felt drained
from the first day's consciousness raising
involvement and performances. Most women
left the studio by six o'clock after agreement
on meeting times for the next morning. My
group planned to begin work at nine on Sunday.
Our seven groups or "teams" began
work around nine o'clock today, December 8,
1980. My group began the day with a discussion of our "Birth Myth" which we further clarified into the following statement:
Myth: Women can easily have
careers and children. Society will effectively support such individual endeavors.
Real ity: Frequently, women will
feel compelled as a result of societal
conditions to remain childless or to neglect their children in order to create for
themselves the proper environment for
personal growth . In some instances, the
pressure to succeed in childbearing is
such that the women have completely
deprived themselves of the professional
experience or committed infanticide.
The societal reality is one in which
mothers have no guaranteed support
system . They have no way in which they
may actively pursue the directions of
childbearing and self-actualization
through career without unfortunate consequence to both pursuits. The resulting depressive and duty-bound behavior is totally at odds with the desire to
express innermost concerns through
any creative medium.
We further related our "Birth Myth" to
legends from Greek and Roman times where
goddesses were portrayed to devour or transform their offspring into non-threatening, powerless creatures or objects in order to regain a
sense of personal strength . This concept we
discovered was too far-reaching to be expressed succinctly in a four minute mimed,
symbolic performance piece. We resolved to
attempt a representation of the "Myth" and the
"Reality", in visual form in the work of Day II.

represent the spiritual projections of motherhood (i.e. goddesses, primordial mother figures, etc.) and the physical reality in which we
find ourselves. We rolled out our bolt of cotton
muslin cloth and halved it. Then, by sewing the
two pieces together at the selvages, we created
a picture plane surface approximately 10' x 20'
and placed it on the floor. We made a sketch
with yellow chalk, organizing the information
and visual symbols we intended to employ.
Our group worked intensely through the morning , pausing now and again to discuss our
intent and progress with Judy Chicago. At the
point that we had most of the visual elements in
place, but were debating what the finishing
touches should be, Chicago approached our
group, recognizing that we had come to a
stand-still and were exhibiting low energy. She
criticized our composition severely in terms of
its ambiguity (with regard to the theme) and in
particular the aspect that it was not yet compositionally "drawn together" as a unified whole.
One member of the group (the mother) objected to Chicago's abrupt and purposely gruff
statement to suit her own aesthetic sensibilities. This group member's objection became
such an issue to her that she refused to discuss
it with Chicago, left the room, then later
returned to retrieve her tools and materials.
She left the conference. Meanwhile, the third
member of my group had attempted to play the
part of liaison between Chicago and the disenchanted group member- leaving me to be the
only person actively working on the piece for
approximately one hour. I had agreed with
Chicago's assessment of our group progress
and had worked closely with her to attempt to
visually resolve and connect the seemingly
separate passages of our piece with collaged
pieces of paper. She instructed me that in the
absence of my group members, I should feel
free to make and affect any design or construction decisions necessary to the completion of
our statement. Her reasoning was that people
frequently waste time in collaborative efforts
because they lose their sense of commitment
to see the imagery through to a finish - and
that beyond a certain point, such feelings or
hesitations serve no purpose. In short, I interpreted her advice to be close to a statement
made once by Meret Oppenheim, "Don't cry,
work!" That it is only necessary to concentrate
and apply several solutions to the composition
or the problem at hand and try them out ... a
finish which cannot be accomplished with discussion or conceptualization. Ultimately, I was
the group member to determine the "finishing
touches" of the presentation. I selected the use
of an "alterlike" element on the floor in front of
the piece. Chicago assisted me in hanging the
piece from wall to ceiling and made a suggestion to include the "scroll prop" which had
been a part of Day I performance piece. It was
my task to incorporate these elements and to
complete the project. The third member assisted with the last touches needed for the "alterpiece", but was unaware (until sometime later)
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that Chicago had advised me to "take the ideas
and run with them". She was therefore hesitant
to assist wholeheartedly in the finishing touches because she already felt out of touch with
the process. We put the fin ishing touches
together and began the clean-up of our space
necessary to prepare the room for the public
discussion which was scheduled to 8:00 PM
that evening. Judy Chicago returned to the
room shortly after we had completed our work
and was excited by the resolution and completion which had occurred . She exclaimed, "You
did it! You pulled it all together and it works!" At
that point, sometime between the times of 4:30
or 5:00 she called for all the groups to return to
the circle. This time we sat on foam cushions
on the floor and made a much closer circle
than previously arranged. We established an
outline for our summary discussion of the
workshop. First we discussed the manner in
which we wished to present our work to the
public. The whole group elected to make presentations by each smaller group as follows: 1)
introduction of group members, 2) presentation of our " Birth Myths", 3) individual group
members reactions and responses to their
experiences in the collaborative workspace, 4)
explanation of the selected iconography of
each piece of work , and answers to questions
regarding to iconography, and 5) summary
comments by Judy Chicago. After establishing and accepting this format as a group, Chicago requested that we respond verbally to the
group, stating the significance and/or negative
aspects of the collaborative process which we
had experienced in the six preceeding hours of
work. Most women expressed feelings which
were commonly felt as general reflections:
It was most difficult to limit and
distill the symbols required to most
succinctly convey our "Birth Myths."
That it was not difficult to begin
the artmaking process in collaboration
with others but the difficulty was in
sustaining the energy necessary to finish the projects. This was due to the
energy wasted in the methods used to
find compromise. We all learned that
our interpersonal modes of communication need some polish in that regard .
All groups expressed these difficulties
but one. This group felt that, throughout their
process, they had very closely acted as a
single-minded work force. Even the groups
which had only two members felt disappointment in this aspect of collaborative artmaking
adventures . A few of us had more cause to be
aware of the problem than others. One woman
admitted , at this point in the discussion, that
she has held information about herself in
reserve for the entire weekend about her
personal history which could have been significant to the shared experience. She had been
adopted and had in the past two years "found"
her biological mother. She had attempted to
establish a relationship with her mother only to
be finally rejected by her. All efforts to establish a rapport with her natural mother had
failed, and consequently, she feared the same
circumstance with her "newly acquired" sym-

14

bolic mothers (the members of her working
group). We were all very moved by her recognitlon of th is basic fear. She expressed the feeling that she would , from that time forward,
attempt to approach new experience, and particularly those to be shared by women in a
collaborative effort with more openness and
without fear of rejection . Another woman , from
another group, then related the fact that she
had also been adopted , and did not intend to
seek her biological parents for fear of the same
rejection . She felt that the resulting impression
of herself was that she had not actually been
born like everyone else, rather that she just
"came into being ." Until the time of the workshop she had never considered "birthgiving" or
"being born" vicariously as a valid means of
having this experience. For her, the "birthing
line" was the most significant aspect of the
entire workshop.
I and the remaining member of my
group expressed disappointment that our collaborative process had literally fallen apart in
the face of one individual's discord. I felt particularly discouraged by it because I had

wanted for the mother in our group to have a
tive ways to deal with societal realities. Chigood
sharingArt
experience
in Minnesota:
which she might
Women's
Registry of
WARM v2cago
i2 suggested that after a topic is selected ,
find trusting , cooperative rapport with other
consciousness raising could be used as a tool
women . Particularly in light of her childbirth
for isolating the most powerful and meaningful
experience in which she had been abandoned
elements of the subject matter and their relaby her midwives at the last possible moment.
tion to contemporary concerns. She projected
At this point, Judy Chicago deemed it
that consciousness raising should be used as a
appropriate to reveal to us her methodology in
tool to arrive at a sufficiently narrow focus of
the collaborative workshop process. She exthe topic and not as a means of expressing it
plained that she had selected the theme of
publicly. She observed that women in general
"childbirth" because a collaborative process
· have no diffi~ulty in verbalizing and sharing
must have its focus in a topic which is of vital
their experiences with one another - they
personal concern to each of the members of
seem to do these things naturally, effortlessly.
the group. She also expressed the concern
The difficulty she observes in the collaborative
that it should be a topic not previously dealt
process (and that which we experienced in the
with in detail through existing artmaking proworkshop) is in committing the message to
cesses. In short, the content must have "meanvisual form. Getting down to work , Chicago
ing to women " and not have been already
recommended performance activities as a
extensively explored. (These were her reasons
means to further clarify the pertinent issues of
for selecting the topics of rape and violence
the topic and that performance has a tendency
against women as topics for workshops in the
to energize participants sufficiently to begin
early parts of the 1970s). Chicago expressed
the artr,naking process (though she acknow· the personal point of view that being angry
ledged · that the art "in question " might very
with men achieves nothing tangible. That it is
well be a performance piece) . The workshop
expressing anger, and not projecting construeparticipants then agreed on the key elements
to the success of a collaborative effort to be :
1. Acquiring the desire to collaborate
2. Focusing on topic
3. Energizing
4. Compromising
5. Sustaining energy in spite of compromise
6. Struggling to work surfaces immediately, spontaneously
7. Maintaining the desire to collaborate
through the struggle to the completion
of the project.

z_
~~

~

Judy Chicago suggested that we1 ask
ourselves basic questions. "For whom am I
making art?" " Is the artmaking process as it
has been projected to me a relevant approach
(i.e. the concept that we go to colleges or
academies, emerge with certain skills and the
pre-packaged goal to acquire before our lives
are over, our very own studio, international
acknowledgement of our work and the required forced isolation of ourselves to produce
more and more objects of art to feed that
system).
Chicago indicated the belief to us that
this long revered and ancient mode of expressing ourselves might not be very practical in a
time when there are hundreds of thousands of
highly skilled, intelligent artists graduating
from our "academies" annually - only to
experience the life long struggle to meet the
requirements of a pre-established hierarchical
"art world ." She set forth the idea that the most
meaningful future endeavors of artists may be
in the context of collaborative projects. And
further that the collaborative artmaking experience may be one of the most ideal means to
project feminist ideology.

Anita Mills is a painter and printmaker who has
lived in St. Cloud for four years and who
teaches at St. Cloud State University.
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From WARM

Carole Fisher,
Marion Peters
Angelica,
Georgiana Kettler
December 20 - January
17, 1981
by Cherie Doyle
The lemming instinct has found its way
into the central section of the United States in
the xerox and collage series Girl/Boy/Dog/
Anima 1-7. Notto be deceived by 10,000 lakes,
the artist, Carole Fisher, has brought the ocean
to our door-our gallery walls! Not the ocean
itself, an ·aquarium, really. But, it's complete
with seals and whales. That's ocean life isn't it?
And in the middle, yes, indeed, a face. She's
hiding it with a seal's mask, but there's eyes
and throat and mouth and it's in there underwater.
What a mean smile. It's all so calculated,
grid paper and everything . She didn't just
happen over to the edge of the beach and
mindlessly wander in like some sort of pack
instinct. Besides, the way she's made these
pictures look, she's dragging kids and dogs
and even flower pots in there with her. Either
that or she's mutilating all the fish making
whales ' tails look like dogs' ears on seal puppies. What a jerk! She's even gotten a child to
facilitate her and everyone else's demise. She
didn't do that face drawing.
Admit it, Carole, you're licked. Landlocked. No one is going to believe this ocean
story. Are you making all this up just to get a
little sympathy? Forget it. I, for one, am not
going to get dragged into this act. You, above
all , ought to know that it's not nice to fool
Mother Nature.
Marion Peters Angelica knows how to
show a little respect. Two of her sculptures
make me feel absolutely quiet and reverent.
I unavoidably associate death with
the bone-like porcelain sticks standing silently on a triangular grid of wooden crosses in
" Silent Requiem ". In Untitled, one of two
V-shaped rows of the knuckled shafts have
been laid to the floor. The sculptures may be
formalist arrangements of growing wheat, bamboo shafts, each taper wavering slightly in
poised erection only to be cast down by an
orderly reaper?

detail works well at the base of the shafts in
Silent Requiem . The transparency gives the
stilletto forms a visual lift, especially the tapering top ends which appear to be sprouting new
growth. In two similar pieces on exhibit, Nests
and Bridge, excessive use of the plastic and
introduction of string confuses the psychological impact. The power of this work lies in its
Spartan quality.
Georgiana Kettler's exhibition "Spirit .
House" in the W.A.R.M. upstairs gallery explores "the dialogue between painting, architecture and the landscape ... inspired by the
feeling of being both inside and outside, simultaneous perceptions of reality and the exchange between interior and exterior of sacred
architecture."
A series of six vertical, house-shaped oil
paintings on canvas and a mantlepiece construction dominate the installation. Dormer
House, Evening House and Day Moon House
of the series are painted skyscapes roofed with
asphalt shingles. Miniature dormers occasionally extend the rooflines and reinforce the reference to domestic architecture. The rest of
the canvas remains unframed, accommodating its cosmic imagery. Each is bordered on
the bottom by an anchoring sliver of mounded
landscape, an image of the artist's earlier Goddess Mound series. In reading the paintings,
the house becomes a window and the viewer is
repositioned from the outside to the inside
looking out.
Kettler manipulates the metaphorical
window even further in the Mantlepiece construction, painting andirons and a landscape
where a hearth and fire would be. Where is the
hearth? Where is the fire?

Hazel Belvo
and Nancy Helfant
January 24-February 21
by Susan Mundale

A powerful, majestic tree has become
the center of Hazel Belvo's work, shown in the
gallery from January 24 through February 21 . It
is the Witch Tree, a 400-year-old testimony to
tenaciousness and spirit that grows from a rock
on Lake Superior's shore at Grand Portage. For
generations it has been revered by the Chippewa people, and for 20 years it has held a
fascination for the artist. Belvo's large pencil
drawings of the tree, like the tree itself, inspire
awe and respect.
While Belvo's earlier works have a feminine spirit, these drawings - and the tree itself
- are neither masculine nor feminine but have
the strength of both . Belvo arranged the ten
large drawings slightly above eye level in the
high-ceilinged gallery space. These are not
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works to examine at close range. They demand
distance, to be viewed upward from several feet
away-just as the tree is viewed.
The drawings do not take in the .whole
tree from the bottom to the clumps of leaves at
the top. One view is of the twisted upper trunk
with its two branches; anqther shows the shaggy texture of the bark ; another seems to place
the viewer inside the tree. Two of the drawings
are faintly streaked with red. The tree lives.
Seeing these drawings is as close as
many of us will come to the tree itself, to walking around it and absorbing its power. ~nowing this, Belvo include·s three rows of color
photographs that place th~ tree in its setting .
One group gives us our bearings at the head of
the path to the tree, a place of sunlight and
grasses. The second group is of the path
through the forest ; the last photograph of the
path is of a great granite rock rended in two,
eons ago, by the earth 's movement or the ice
on the lake. The third group of. photographs
brings us to the foot of the tree, to the ancient
rock covered with orange lichens from which
the tree grows.
In addition to the large drawings and the
photographs, Belvo includes in the work ten
smaller drawings of the tree. They are placed
above a series of written reflections by Belvo
and eight other women-reflections on the
notion of "tree," on work, on androgyny. These
are as varied as the tree itself. Among them,
this: "My life's path moves through the four
seasons ..... The light is seen throughout the
seasons in varying degrees. At times I have
been enveloped ..... and at times it has disappeared only to return when I need it most."
The upstairs space was hung with three
groups of Belvo's work on earlier themes. A
series of framed self-portraits in silver point
provides elegant, witty glimpses of the artist
and some important objects: Belvo with a glass
goblet; Belvo with a Dream Catcher, a tassled
bird rendered in a del icate pattern with 24karat gold ; Belvo with an amethyst before a
frame that suggests mirrored images; Belvo,
_
w earing Eve's smile, with a delicious apple.
The show also included 14 pencil drawings that display a botan ist's knowledge. There
are poinsettias, spider plants, sanservieria, all
in wonderfully shaded contours. Four drawings of avocado plants, two by night and two
by day, display the contin uity and metamorphosis inherent in Belvo's work: thei r seeds
were part of the installati on piece, You Plant a
Seed and It Grows , in Belvo's last show at the
gallery. A poem about Belvo's grandmother,
mother and son were part of that work .
Three prints by Vermi llion Ed itions in
the soft colors of Belvo's white paintings were
also part of the show. Their subject matter is
the night-blooming cereus, but these prints
bloom enticingly in light: techn ically described , they are done in biochromatic colors
with refractory pigments; visually, their colors
change magically from pale pink, blue, green
and gold to soft pu rple, yellow-green ,. silver
and yellow. They are beautiful.
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The invitational space on the first floor
was occupied by Nancy Helfant's Hard Shadows, cast bronze and aluminum sculpture
inspired by paper doll cutouts that cast shadows. These are three-dimensional figures that
give the illusion of flatness; doll-dancers with
corrugated paper middles, casting real shadows on the wall or bronze shadows on their.
flat, copper-colored bases.
One piece, Doll Shadow as Super Lady,
casts a misshapen shadow-fallen Super Lady
herself. Another is a circle of leg shapes bolted
together with pins like the hinged joints of
paper marionettes. Another is Doll Shadow
Book, with cut-out choices of legs, arms and
heads-as if Helfant were inviting the viewer to
create her own doll shadows.

Harmony Hammond:
A Ten Year
Retrospective
by Susan S. McDonald

The careful intertwining of feminist ideology, traditional women 's materials, and Harmony Hammond's personal aesthetic bind her
works together in point of view and feeling.
Each piece of her sculpture exhibited at the
WARM Gallery and the Glen Hanson Gallery
between February 28 and March 28, commands attention and its place. As part of a
retrospective, each grouping represents a
statement Harmony Hammond was making
during a year or so of the last ten years. The
works in this ten year retrospective were made
between 1970 and 1980, reflecting an important decade in the century old women 's movement. In ten years Hammond personalizes
some of the major issues of previous feminist
and liberation political struggles, and expresses them in a sculptural tradition.
By presenting her earlier works at
WARM Gallery, Hammond has allowed us a
unique opportunity to understand her own
process of thinking through ideas, producing
art which addresses these ideas and proceeding with what remains the most important to
her. I find that th is retrospective addresses her
process of developing and of making art.
Beneath the upstairs gallery at WARM
hang six Presences. Completed in 1971 , these
presences are hung close together and physically take the space between the floor and the
ceiling . These human forms, hanging like dresses on hangers, pieced together of rags, are a
little scary. These presences are tough . I can
tell , because although they are ragged , they
have survived. Mostly they are reddish, with
blacks and blues on their acrylic coated rags.
But one is small and wh ite. Is that littler one
more innocent or more old? I must walk
through them to get to the small gallery in the
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they put me off and I would prefer to walk
around them.
In the high front space of the gallery
Hammond places five floor pieces made in
1973 which look like braided rugs. They are
made of braided cloth and acrylic. As I enter the
gallery, I must walk around them, thereby
acknowledging them . They are five braided
spirals. On the walls are paintings of braided
rugs on blue backgrounds. The floor sculptures guard the space above them . The space
above each one is so cc1refully guarded, in fact,
that if you enter that space, you risk stepping
on the sculpture.
In the small back gallery are oil and wax
paintings on canvas painted in 1975-76. The
smaller ones (11 x 14") and one larger one (24 x
38" ) are all rectangular; two (15 x 60" ) have
curved boundaries on either end. These paintings maintain the braided quality of baskets or
rugs, because they are deeply incised with little braid-like vee marks repeated throughout
the thick pastey surface. There are no rags
here. The color of Ninja is red with flecks of
yellow inside and black near the surface. Bitteroot is green , yellow and blue inside with a
pinkish color near the surface. The incised texture of the surfaces recalls the braided sculpture and paintings from 1973, but the colors
are similar to the somber colors of the earlier
Presences.
In the upstairs gallery at WARM are
Hammond's more recent two dimensional
works; two drawings from 1972, several prints,
and a large cabinet with four shelves of treasures. A sturdy piece of furniture , this cabinet
of vignettes interests me. On the top shelf are
six bags made with human hair, and a wooden
sandal. All the items are delicate, and fragile.
They are from 1972. The second shelf is the
Shoe Poem. Here are four carefully wrapped
foot shapes. One is wrapped with pink acrylic
coated rags, two are wrapped with rafia and
the one on the right is wrapped in silver acrylic
rags. One rafia wraped shape has a feather on
it. The third shelf is baskets and mocassins.
The bottom shelf has two latex and rubber
bowls filled with pine needles, and a Book of
Women, two woven sandals and one sandal of
unfired clay. It is her small museum , part of the
process of collectin9 and winnowing .
The rest of this upstairs space, with the
exception of the two studies from 1972 of the
closed coil weaving and of the shoe, are recent
paintings, prints, and monoprints of fan ladies,
cactus ladies, and crying beads. Unlike the
sculpture downstairs which threatens; guards
and coerces its own space, these narrative figures dance across their own two dimensional
surfaces, engaged in their own relationships.
For instance, in Fan Lady Meets Cactus
Lady painted in oil crayon on paper in 1980, a
fan lady with a white-grey spiral body and a
small black fan on top encounters a white-grey
bodied cactus lady with a yellow cactus on top.
These animated figures dance across a blue
background on little legs. The border is hand
painted iridescent pinkish with black marks on
the top and black over pink on the bottom and

Pink Ladder, an acrylic painting on
paper (27-9/ 16 x 21-1 / 2") is of a lively pink
ladder-shaped form on a pink background .
Marks like rain or tears are all around . The
frame is painted black with small white dots. At
the Glen Han~on Gallery a recent sculpture
called Hug is like two ladder shapes, one
iridescent pink in front of a larger black with
green ladder-form (64 x 29 x 14"). These
sculptures, like the others exhibited in the
room , are made from rags wrapped around
and around an internal structure and treated
with rhoplex and acrylic. They ar~ artistic
pieces, body pieces, woman 's pieces, selfconfident pieces. This sculpture, like the paintings upstairs at WARM , were completed between 1977 and 1980, and seem to me to deal
with the qualities of relationship. While the
cactus lady, fan lady, and crying bead express
their relationships on a two dimensional surface, the wrapped sculptural pieces express
relationship through the symbolism of their
physical shape and through their placement.
In their powerful physical properties, these
swaddled forms are very like the Floor Pieces
done in 1973 and the earlier Presences. They
look softer, however, and they physically invite
you into their space, to be nurtured by them , or
joined with them.
The fourteen wicket forms of Sneak, for
instance, are like fourteen beings playfully
present on the floor. They are each different,
all are rounded on the edges; five are black and
the rest are white with pale colors. They are as
high as my hip (39"), childlike. There is also a
black Cradle on the floor (52 x 38 x 19" ); it is
rounded with wrapped rags, black and balanced on its curved base. Harmony Hammond's personal process of choosing , making ,
discarding , retaining materials, colors and
symbols is an important part of this ten year
retrospective. On the wall is Cradle Board (37 x
24 x 13-1/2" ). It is yellow and ochre with blue
and red marks. Blue marks on one side, and
red marks on the other. It would hold my baby,
if I had one. I know, because it looks round and
soft. It is made of the rags of female history, but
it is strong, wrapped with the spiral motions of
loving hands.

A catalogue of this exhibition is available for $4.50 from WARM Gallery. Th is catalogue contains an article by Lucy Lippard on
Harmony Hammond, an article by Joyce Lyon
about WARM and 18 pages of black and white
reproductions of Harmony Hammond's works.
Please include 50 cents for mailing .
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From New York

1981 Whitney
Biennial
by Sandra Kraskln
"The 1981 Biennial Exhibition is an invitational survey of some of the most provocative
and accomplished work produced by American
artists in the past two years. Its intention is to
represent in a broad way some of the most notable characteristics of American art today." With
this statement of purpose, the curators of the
Whitney Biennial have filled three floors of the
museum with a vast amount of art by established
and lesser known artists. Almost all of the artists
have shown in New York and are represented by
prominent galleries in New York City or galleries
in other areas of the country which are well
known to New York curators. Painting has received the most attention in the Whitney Biennial,
suggesting perhaps that it is no longer "dead".
Video and film have also been emphasized and
occupy the entire second floor of the exhibition.
Large outdoor pieces are represented by a slide
show which includes work by three women: Alice
Aycock, Nancy Holt and Mary Miss.
The predominance of consciously bizarre
images and forms creates a theatrical effect
throughout much of the show. Eccentricity becomes a theme as works with broken plates or
leopard spots energetically expand to heroic
proportions; thick "crudely" painted surfaces
and many references to the figure abound.
Among these works, the few paintings by the
" Old Masters," de Kooning , Diebenkorn , Tworkov, and Rosenquist seem a bit uncomfortable,
and the academic realism of Yale's William
Bailey and Rackstraw Downes seems entirely
out of place. The " Old Mistresses" of modern
art were not represented.
most striking pieces in the Biennial. However, it is
still amazing that even in 1981 there are only 20
women in a show of 115 artists - less than 20%.
Well known women represented in the 1981
Whitney Biennial include: Alice Aycock, Jennifer Bartelt, Lynday Benglis, Nancy Holt, Mary
Miss, Elizabeth Murray, Judy Pfaff, Yvonne
Rainer, and Joan Snyder.
One of the most aggressive pieces in the
exhibition is Judy Pfaff's Dragon, a mixed media
installation which looks like an explosion. Twisted pieces of florescent orange plexiglass are
combined with painted tree branches and vines,
wood spirals, and wire mesh. Bright red, yellow,
chartreuse and pink electrify the space and project the pieces which stand or are attached to the
wall or ceiling.
Jennifer Bartlett's Water at Sunset, Swimmers at Sunrise, occupies a large wall with paintings on canvas and squares of baked enamel on
steel plates. The impressionistic brush strokes on
one canvas echo Monet but their yellow and
black color creates a surface which oddly resembles a leopard skin.
God Bless the Child by Joan Snyder
incorporates a child-like drawing with a pink and
blue background arranged in squares like a story
sequence.

Elegant but also eccentric, Lynda Benglis'
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against a wal I. Their twisted forms with accordion
pleats are wing-like and completely covered with
gold leaf.
Radioactive Cats, a cibachrome print by
Sandy Skogland, is inhabited by strange chartreuse cats. A gray room contains a woman
reaching into a refrigerator and a man seated
by a table, but the cats fill the space with a
radioactive glow.
Although much of the work in this exhibition is provocative and eccentric, the Biennial
basically remains a survey of the work shown in
New York galleries during the last two years.
Few risks or choices have been made by the
curators; it's a safe show.

From Duluth

Kay Kurt
January 25-February 22,
1981
by Helen Smith
Kay Kurt transforms the Court Gallery
of Tweed Museum into a dream candy shop,
filled with the largest, most tempting confections imaginable. The exhibition consists of six
huge major works, five smaller works, these oil
on canvas, and a group of drawings done during the past 12 years. For all this field of sweetness no cloying satiety develops as these
images can be savored with both the mind and
the eye.
For All Their Airs They Know Exactly
Where They Are Going, 5' by 14', (1967) presents a view looking down on a box of white
chocolates, pampered pastel types, delicately
opaque in their frilly paper cups. The shapes,
rounding and squarish in shallow space fill the
entire canvas, and appear abstract at the same
time they are painted in exacting detail. Symmetrical balance, rich textures and creamy
solidarity give this work an aura of bourgeois
gentility.
In Ever Eat Anything on Tuesday Afternoon that Made You Feel Like Saturday Night?,
5' by 12', (1968) spaghetti ropes of luminous
red, blue, and green licorice weave in and out
of a bed of sinister rectangular shapes of dark
licorice-like rollercoaster tracks. It is jazzy and
raucous, its color and line making it an extremely lively composition . Translucent soft
red and lavender raspberry forms gently counter the looping elements racing across the surface of the work.
If Ever Eat Anything Tuesday was a visit
to the lower depths, in Licorice, 5' by 12',
(1971-72) orig inally titled Licorice Cemetery,
we pay our respects to the dead. Fruit forms of
black and gold in tightly packed shallow space
make sculpted monuments to the deceased.
The commanding presence of the work recalls
the massive bronze doors guarding entry to
Paradise.
The themes of Weingummi I, 6' by 6',
(1969) are further explored and brought to frui-
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tion in Weingummi II, (1973-74) . Boi h of these
are dense, electric compositions with images
of animals and other objects made of gelatin
candy (jujubes) in intense greens, reds, oranges
and yellows. In Weingummi II golden fish swim
next to golden watchbands; green pythons
hang menacingly over pull ducks and fallen
motor bikes. These are arranged, seemingly at
random , on a softly creased white cloth subtly
shadowed in green exquisite transparencies
light this unlikely combination of images in
surreal juxtaposition.
Jordan Almonds, 6' by 6', (1975-79)
presents a mood in extreme contrast to Weingummi I and II. Severely limited in color to
lusterous grays and rich beiges, it is serene
and monumental. Central' and formally balanced is the image of an ornate silver dish filled
with the simple oval shapes of sugar coated
almonds. These forms are seen from above
and countered in their roundness by the barely
discernible grid of a silver satin striped cloth .
An Olympian grandeur is here presented ... a
transcendence of sugar.
Five small paintings show single an imal
jujubes in silhouette filling the entire canvas
(about 2' by 3'), and displaying the intense
translucence peculiar to these candies. A small
group of drawings of candy complete the
exhibit.
Kay Kurt, who makes her home in Duluth, is an artist of national reputation and has
exhibited her work widely. Paintings in this
show are on loan from The Whitney Museum
of American Art, the Neuberger Museum, The
Kornblee Gallery, all of New York , and the
Corcoran Gallery, Washington , D.C. The exhibit was organized by Graham Beal of The
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, with the support of the National Endowment For the Arts.
The work was displayed at the Walker, Tweed
Museum, and the Grand Rapids Museum of
Art, Grand Rapids, Michigan . Tweed Museum
has purchased Jordan Almonds.
Ms. Kurt applies paint in a th in, fresh
concise manner ,that has roots in Flemish
trompe l'oeil and Pop art. She has challenged
herself with seemingly simple, but exceedingly
d ifficult subject matter and, with her unique
sensibilities has parlayed it into statements of
penetrating psychological depth.

From St. Cloud

Anita Mills: Hemstitched Awareness
by Gall W. Bamber
A show of collages, drawings and monoprints by Anita Mills, called " Hemst itched
Awareness," showed February 6-27 at the Fifth
Avenue Gallery in St. Cloud . Fourteen small to
med ium-sized pieces filled th is small , jewellike gallery on the second floor of a downtown
building on the Mall.
The unifying theme of the exh ibit was
the "X", and the pieces were explorations of
the different emotional moods such a symbol
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From Fargo-Moorhead

Sue Poitras
At Concordia College
by Sylvia Paine

Anita MIiis, "Hemstitched Awareness/I have been rejected too frequently for no damn
good reason," collage, frottage and stitchery on paper.

could create. Media included collage, silkscreen pastels, handmade paper, cutout papers, and plain and fancy machine sewing.
All of the pieces, many irregularly
shaped, were affixed directly to the wall without frames, with the title of each piece written
with colored pencil , like graffiti on the wall next
to it. Such an informal presentation is difficult
to do well. In this case the effect of the artful
casualness was quite pleasant.
The titles are intriguing commentaries
on the subject matter of each piece. Feminists,
particularly, should find many of them interesting.
I compromise too often on matters too
important to me is a case in point. A series of
ragged, blood-red stained X's are roughly
sewn in a circle around a central gray square.
On this square the title is written between
staggering erratic sewn or penciled lines. The
total is sewn on a ragged irregular white background overlaid with a sharply torn gray and
red-stained paper. The message, written directly into the center of the piece, is impossible to
ignore, and the net effect is one of elegant
carnage.
I have been rejected too often for no
damn good reason is the title written on the
wall on the side of the next piece; "but I recovered " is written below it. This piece consists of
a mutilated center rectangle (the self?) of dull
silver paper surrounded with lace. The two
(bleeding?) mutilations and one superimposed
red "X" are covered with stitched hinged
"doors" of the same silver material (the recovery?) . The margins around the rectangle contain thorny red-stained projections, red point-

ed triangles facing outward in neat Maginot
lines, and another ragged "X" (waiting to penetrate the periphery?) in the margin . Handrepaired tears in the white backing paper are
as clumsy and painful-looking as a blotche~
surgical scar. The total is surprisingly robust
and strong, with the feeling of vigorous survival.
Personalized , feminist content is particularly strong in a poem piece called People
liked me better when I was depressed. This
poem , typed on white paper and then halfheartedly erased, is surrounded by big blue X's
that extend in a surprising way beyond the
edge of the page, and by valentine lace. It con tains lines like:
"I hope someday I will feel significant
again to myself"
"I feel erasable ... an uninteresting line on
a page of dynamic marks"
"feeling smokey around the edges"
In further explorations of the "X", Mills
presents sketchy X's in ice cream colors floating benignly in space (Silly X's), and evokes
the religious symbolism of the cross-like X,
both serious (Awesome X, radiating light in a
symmetrical sea of purple) or sentimental (It's
time to return some power to Mother, with its
Mother's Day candy box decor).
The striking feature of this exhibit is the
skillful way that very personal, often negative,
imagery in a casual format was redeemed from
any kind of sloppiness or self-indulgence by a
sensitive eye, technical skill, and by a sense of
elegance and humor.

Sue Kammeier Poitras says she is "trying to combine opposites, the curves of the
sk ~II with the bright, hard edge of the pattern".
Hehhoughtful, witty and provocative drawings
exhibited at Concordia College in Moorhead in
March prove that opposites attract.
Poitras works extensively in colored pencil for both the patterns and the skulls. Frequently, she incorporates other mediums collage, embossing, watercolor, photography,
chine colle. Her work is patient and deliberate,
as interesting for its craftsmanship as for its
design.
Skull on Persian Rug (with Zen) is a
colored-pencil drawing on Japanese paper of
one of the Piotras' own rugs, predominantly
wine and rose. In the approximate center, on a
lozenge of frosted acetate, sits a scaled-down
drawing of the skull of a deer, its rough diamond shape picked up in the shape of the acetate and the repetition and variation of diamond
shapes in the rug .
The drawing is a series of inlaid and
increasingly intricate patterns. Four different
borders, beginning with a plain edge with a
hand-cut fringe, surround the central design.
Each is repetitive; none is perfectly so. The
irregularities are deliberate, a sign of human
imperfection.
The intentional flaws become a puzzle,
drawing the viewer further and further into the
pattern , searching for the key that would unlock it. Deep inside, the diamond shapes bear
swastika-like legs. Some have eyes. Some
seem like flagellate, unicellular creatures, primative and frightening. The carpet and the skull
are similarly shaped, similarly haunting.
In other pieces, she simiplifies the decorative element and the background, using white
paper lightly embossed with thread-likle lines
around a central image. Antelope Diamond,
for example, sets two antelope skulls in profile
along a multi-patterned diamond, their lines
converge like rays from a single source. The
diamond is brightly colored in rickrack patterns
of orange, red and brown , accented with more
diamonds, half circles, rays and small cutouts.
Her sparest, most refined pieces are
those in which the skulls alone are the focus,
with no adornment but a bit of embossing .
Birds sets the elongated , narrow skulls of three
birds in a horizontal arrangement on paper. As
in some of Georgia O'Keefe's paintings, these
works evoke ·the eerie beauty of the skull , the
elegance of its curves and coloration .
Poitras combines the macabre aspect of
the skull with light, bright decoration, comfortable as quilts or elegant as printed silk.
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A BASKET
OF DREAMS
Music by Myrna E. Johnson
Words by Ginny Knight
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A Basket of Dreams was written
for the birthday issue of the WARM
Journal by Myrna E. Johnson who
will complete a PhD. in music composition and theory at the University
of Minnesota this June. She has
taught music in Oregon and is a
member of the Minnesota Composer's Forum. Her compositions
have been performed at their concerts.
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May 9-June 6
Sally Krug
During the winter of 1980-81, I used the Native
American mask, with its depictions of sacred animals and
spirits as the basis for a series of photographs that explore
the relationship between two abstract languages: the
Native American culture and the Asian culture. The combination of Na~ive American and Oriental symbols presented
in the exhibition emphasizes the similarity of these cultural
visions and kindles an appreciation for the spirits of all
peoples and religions felt deeply by the artist. This is my
way of honoring the two cultures.
While a celebration of spirituality, the exhibit is also
an exploration of the photographic process. Some of the
photos are collages, some are washings of the original,
mirror images of objects or colored embellishments. It is
this process that synthesizes the objective and subjective.
The icons of others are processed by the camera's eye
and nurtured by the artist to capture the complexity and
sensitivity of the moment.
Sally Krug, "The Spirit of the Past," 8x10".

ltoda Reiko
Julia Barkley
My exhibition at WARM in May is one of landscapes. It consists of both flat and dimensional, shaped
works. It stems from my early childhood in South Dakota
where I grew up in close contact with the land and developed a deep love for the forms of the earth. The works
portray both the strength and energy of the earth and my
concern and fears for its preservation.

ltoda Reiko will show her work in the invitational
gallery. She works with a unique method combining
watercolor with wax resist painting. Her work has been
selected for numerous exhibitions throughout Japan,
Europe, and America. Her works are in many private collections including the I BM collection. Her awards include
the "One Hundred Recommended Artists Exhibition"
prize at the Paris Gallery in Tokyo in 1969, and the "Group
Show Prize" at the Tokyo Metropolitan Museum in 1970.

Julla Barkley, "Plies-of-SIik Mountains, Gullln, China," car enamel on aluminum, 5x12'.
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BETH A. BRENNER
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ELIGIBILITY:

All Minnesota women artists are invited to participate in the Minnesota Women '81 juried
exhibition at WARM: a women's collectlve art space, June 13 - July 11, 1981. To be eligible,
each artist must be an associate member of WA_
RM and may submit an application for
membership along with exhibition entry. Enter up to 3 slides of original.works in all media
(except film and video) executed in the past 3 years. All women meeting these criteria are
invited, but especially emerging women artists who have not had extensive exhibition
experience. Active, gallery members of WARM are not eligible. There Is no entry fee.

FORMAT:

This exhibition will be juried by slides due May 8. Send no more than three 2" x 2" slldes of
your work. Slides may show more than one perspective of, for instance, a sculpture; but
only 3 slides total may be submitted . Label each slide with your name, title of piece,
dimensions, medium and directional arrow.

JUROR:

Harmony Hammond, recent visiting artist for the WARM Feminist Perspectives series, will
jury the show. She is a founding member of A.I.A. Gallery in New York and a contributing
editor of Heresies Magazine. Her decisions are final.

RETURN OF SLIDES:

Enclose with your application form and slides a self-addreued, stamped envelope (SASE)
for the return of your slides upon completion of the jurying. Absence of such an envelope
means that your slides will not be returned . Slides of accepted work will be returned after
the exhibition.

THE EXHIBITION:

Notification of accepted work will be by first class mail the week of May 18. Work must be
hand-delivered to the WARM Gallery June 3-6 between noon and 4 p.m., framed or
mounted and ready for hanging/installing. If your work requires special installation, write
instructions clearly and attach them to the work itself. Also attach to the work your name,
title of piece, medium, and value.
Works may be for sale. WARM will collect a 15% commission on work sold through the
exhibition. Work sold remains with the exhibition until it closes.
Accepted work will be insured from the time of its delivery to the Gallery until its pick-up,
but not beyond the last designated pick-up day, July 16.

DISCUSSION/GALLERY TALK:

A gallery talk is scheduled for Thursday, June 18 at 7:00 p.m. Everyone is welcome to
participate.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP:

WARM Associate Membership benefits include the quarterly WARM Journal, regular
exhibition mailings, no fee for the Slide Registry, reduced or free admission to special
events and more. Your membership partially supports the publication costs of WARM
Journal and helps toward the operation of the organization. 1981 membership dues are
$15.00. Make checks payable to WARM.

SCHEDULE:

Maya
May 18
June 3-6
June 13
June 18
July 11
July 13-16

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol2/iss2/1
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3 slides, application form & SASE due. Include insurance value.
Results of jury, all entrants notified by mail.
Accepted works hand-delivered to WARM Gallery, noon-4 p.m.
Opening Reception , 7 -10 p.m.
Discussion of exhibition, 7:30 p.m. Open to the public.
Last day of exhibition
Work pick-up, noon-4 p.m. The Gallery will not ship work.
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ENTRY FORM:
TRAY#

Women's Art Registry of Minnesota: WARM v2 i2
Please print or type • May be xeroxed

Artist's Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address-----------------------------

WARM USE ONLY
□

Accepted

□

Rejected

Phone(s) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

#1) T i t l e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dimensions _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ •. edium _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
For Sale? _____________ Insurance Value _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□

Accepted

□

Rejected

#2) T i t l e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dimensions _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___..,edium _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
For Sale? _____________Insurance Value _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

□

Accepted

□

Rejected

#3) T i t l e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dimensions _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~",edium _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
For Sale? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~nsurance Value _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D I'm joining the WARM Associate Membership. Enclosed is $15.00.
I agree to the stated.conditions of entry. Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Send by May 8, 1981 to:

-Exhibitions by our
members outside
WARM
Associate and gallery members of
WARM are invited to submit information for this
regular feature.

Minnesota Women '81
WARM
414 First Avenue North
Mlnneapolls, Minnesota 55401

This activity is made possible, in part, by
grants from the Dayton-Hudson Foundation , the Metropolitan Council from funds
appropriated to the Minnesota State Arts
Board by the Minnesota State Legislature,
and the United Arts Fund.

Judy Stone Nunneley will participate in
an exhibition curated by Joyce Lyon "Six
Regional Printmakers" at the Art Center of
Minnesota March 31-April 24. Other participants include Robert Battin, Gary Egger, Mary
Griep, Jan Shoger and Barbara Smith.
Alice Towle will exhibit her paintings,
collages and drawings at The Blaisdell Place
during April.

Diane McLeod will be in an exhibition
entitled "Women choose Women" at the Kohler
Art Center, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Jean Murakami and David Brown will
show their recent paintings at the Art Center of
Minnesota, April 28-May 15.
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Winter 1981

by Georgiana Kettler
Feminist Perspectives: Dialogs on Art,
WAR M's series of monthly programs began the
1981 season with a talk January 8 by Sarah
Evans, who is a University of Minnesota historian, political activist, and author of a new
book, Personal Politics. Evan's talk was on "The
Personal Politics of Personal Politics." She
explored the recent history of the Women's
Movement with roots in the civil rights and New
Left movements, reminding us that women's
contributions in these areas may be ignored if
we do not remember and record our history. At
the end of the talk, members of the audience
shared their own experiences.
The Second Annual Valentine's Day
reading co-sponsored by WARM and the Loft
was held February 11 at WARM . Featured were
Women Fiction Writers, Susan Grieger, Susan
Allen Toth, Susan Broadhead, and Phebe Hanson. About 60 people came to hear the writers
read from their works which were based on
their experiences as women . This event proved
to be another successful collaboration between
the Loft and WARM .
On February 19, performance artist Ellen
Fullman presented her "Composition for String
Quartet" assisted by Carla Stetson, Victor Prokopov, and Jane Balfour. The "strings" consisted of wires strung across the gallery space.
Fullman then did solo works including "Building Feeling," "OOH Look!" and other pieces in
which she performed and sang . The evening
provided a chance to see exciting new work
and was enthusiastically received .
Visiting artist Harmony Hammond of
New York presented two silde lectures March 3
and March 12 at WARM. The first, "Woman
Identified Sexuality in Art" was attended by a
record crowd of 120 people. Hammond showed images by women artists using a variety of
media who shared themes of women's sexuality in their work. Following the lecture, women
artists from the audience discussed their work
and showed slides that related to the topic.
Hammond's second slide lecture, "Women Redefine the Still Life" included images
which were taken from women's daily lives. The
lecture was followed by another lively discussion of slides by women who were present to
talk about their work in this area.

Categories of Membership:
Associate Membership is open to all women artists in the state of

Minnesota. Associate members attend WARM activities at free or
reduced admission ; they receive the WARM Journal and other mailings
and may participate in the Slide Registry.
Supporting Membership is open to all those women and men who .
support WARM and wish to communicate with the organization. They
receive the Journal and may attend the WARM activities at free or
reduced admission.
Medici Membership is open to women and men who wish to make a
substantial contribution to the organization. They receive the Journal
and other mailings at free or reduced admission to events. They also
receive an original print by a WARM member.
Active Membership is open to women artists in the state of Minnesota.
They are elected into the collective. Gallery members make policy and
participate in all aspects of the organizations. For further information,
contact the gallery, 612-332-5672.

WARM is a non-profit organization. All donations are tax-deductible.
Name

Address ___________________________
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Z i p ______________
Phone ____________________________

□

$15 Associate Membership

□

$25-100 Supporting Membership

□

$100 & over Medici Membership

□

$5 Slide Registry fee for non members.

Mail this form with 1981 dues to: WARM, 414 First Ave. N., Minneapolis,
MN 55401 . Please make checks payable to WARM.
You can subscribe to the WARM
Journal by becoming a member of
the Women's Art Registry of Minnesota. For $15 a year, you will not
only receive the Journal quarterly,
but also regular WARM mailings,
reduced or free admission to
events, and, membership to the
WARM Slide Registry.
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Both women and men may subscribe, within and beyond the
borders of Minnesota. Send the
form below to: WARM, 414 First
Avenue North, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401. Make Checks payable to WARM.
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Saturday, 9 a.m. Gallery Members' Meet---,__ ing .

9

Saturday, 7-10 p.m. Opening of Julia :~ "-"
Barkley and Sally Krug Show. ltoda • \
Reiko in the invitationa l space . Continues through June 6.

14

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. " Feminist Perspectives : Dialogs on Art ," Panel discussion :
"What would feminist criticism be?" Moderated by Joyce Lyon , participants include Martha Boesing , Madelyn Gohlke,
Carole Fisher, and Bonita Wahl.
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June
Satu rday, 9 a.m. Gallery Members' Meeting .
Saturday, 7-10 p.m . Opening of the
Minnesota Women '81 show. Continues
through July 11.
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Saturday, 9a.m. Gallery Members' Meeting .
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Saturday. Beginning of the Marilynn
Anderson and Beth Bergman Show.
Continues through August 15.

Tuesday , 5-9 p.m. Opening celebration
' \ of the Marilynn Anderson and Beth
, Berman show .
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